






   







Purser (all genders,





wings pattern





model) 



PRG 







#flyyourway - Ready for a career





above the clouds? At Eurowings you





will have the opportunity to expand





your





horizons and to start your career in





the exciting world of aviation.









We are looking for service-oriented





Pursers (m/f/diverse) in Prague





(PRG), that are interested in our





exciting new Wings Pattern working





model. This model will allow you to





live in your home country for a





minimum





of 10 days in a row each month and





spend 20 days abroad, exploring the





world at no expense, as you are





scheduled





a max. amount of 20 days duties in





a row, followed by a minimum of 10





consecutive days off each rotation









We look forward to getting to know





you!







Your daily flight route







As a Purser (m/f/d), it’s your job to





create a positive atmosphere on





board, ensuring a pleasant and safe





journey for our





guests through effective





management of your team. Creating





a WOW effect, so that every





passenger leaves the aircraft with a





smile is one of your most important





goals.









Start the day at the briefing, with





important information about the





flight







Be responsible for various





security checks and cabin





preparation before boarding







Welcome our guests on board





and provide assistance whenever





needed







Deliver an outstanding service to





our customers together with the





rest of the crew







Be responsible for driving our on-





board-sales in order to create a





unique flight experience







Act as an enthusiastic and





optimistic representative of





Eurowings and its values







Manage stressful and challenging





situations and solve every





problem with a smile







Manage the performance of your





team through effective





communication, setting clear





expectations, providing





constructive feedback, and





leading by example at all times.









Your starting conditions







Ready to take off? We look forward





to receiving your application if you





enjoy working with people, want a





workspace





above the clouds, and meet the





following requirements:









You are at least 1.60 m in body





height and min. 18 years old







Good level of written and spoken





English, speaking German is not





a must but would be a plus







General Certificate of Secondary





Education or Certificate of





completion of compulsory basic





secondary schooling





in combination with flying or





gastronomic experience







Unrestricted valid passport and





additionally for non-EU citizens a





residence- and work permit







Good general health and visual





acuity of +/- 5 diopters







You will complete a negative drug





screening (will be requested after





successful application dur ing the





onboarding process)







You are able to confidently swim





a non-stop distance of at least





100 meters







Ideally you already have an





EASA Cabin Crew Attestation







You have previous flight





experience as purser or senior





cabin crew member (please





attach proof)







You have a well-groomed





appearance combined with a





confident and professional





demeanor









What we offer?









Remuneration from the first day





of training







Employment is either full time or





seasonal part time, both options





are based on a fixed roster model





that





will allow you to live in your home





country on your string of days off





and work out of PRG (for further





information, please see the info





sheets)







Yearly progression in salary steps







Flight duties in the European





flight network of Eurowings







Uniform and equipment are paid





by the employer







Special discounts for private





flights, numerous hotels and car





rental companies and other





attractive travel benefits









 







To view more information





regarding the conditions and new





working model for the Prague





base, please click on the link





below.







Wings Pattern.

https://www.career.aero/site/de/job/file/id/3980/token/upload122






 









Please note: After an unsuccessful





application for a Eurowings airline





(Eurowings GmbH or Eurowings





Europe Limited) it is only possible to





reapply after 12 months







Ready to take off?









Please apply online only via the





button below.







During the application process





you can apply for up to three





bases (depending on demand).







After a positive preselection, we





will invite you to an assessment





centre.









 







We are looking forward to your





application!







 







If you need help and support with





your application, please feel free to





contact us by phone at 



+49 (0) 40 /





48 40 49 - 120



. We are happy to





assist you and answer any further





questions about the job. Best





regards from Hamburg.
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